
Pre-QC Phage Genome Annotation Checklist 

Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. Annotation Guide section #'s indicated

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button? Section 9.3.2
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number? Section 9.3.3
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed? Section 9.3.4
5. Are the locus tags the phage name? Section 9.3.3
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?Section 1.4
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE? Section

9.5.3-4

8. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following. Section 11.3

For the YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes (see fig 12.2 in the

Annotation Guide)?
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty for all the features with no known function?
c. Do the function names in the Notes match the official function list, when applicable?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?

9. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve, and
warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.
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	Phage Name: PhancyPhin
	Institution: University of Houston Downtown
	Other emails: 
	email: sahas@uhd.edu
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	6: Yes
	5: Yes
	9: Yes
	10: Yes
	11: Yes
	12: Yes
	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: The first 1-8 genes were checked by Debbie Jacobs Sera and her recommendations were incorporated in the final annotationsWe feel confident regarding this annotation; however I see some big gaps such as between Genes 15 and 16,29 and 30, 58 and 59,  63 and 64and the gaps in the reverse orientation genes 28-37, especially after some genes were deleted.Below is a list of changes that were made while finalizing the annotation• Gene 3 was extended from 2079 to 2037, giving better Z values and an assigned function of minor tail protein• Gene No 4 extended from 2263 to 2256 which agrees with GM• Gene No 5 extended from 3555 to 3549. The start codon is TTG, but we chose it as we got the function was Capsid Maturation Protease • Gene no 7 was extended from 5822 to 5753, better SD scores with both Glimmer and Gene Mark agreeing• Gene No 13 was deleted as it was in the reverse orientation in a bunch of forward oriented genes• Gene No 14 (now Gene 13) extended from 7933 to 7860 with better SD scores. Its function was determined to be a minor tail protein and both Glimmer and Gene Mark agree• Genes 31 and 32 deleted, very poor SD scores and small• Added new gene 31; but no known function. • Original Gene No 34 deleted as it had a small ORF• Original Gene No 38 deleted as it was in F orientation in a cluster of R genes• Gene No 46 (now Gene 42) extended from 30808 to 30730, agrees with Gene Mark• Gene no 44 (Now gene 42) was extended from 30077 to 30062• Gene no 48 (Now Gene 44) extended from 31718 to 31703• Original Gene No 49 was deleted • Gene 60 (now Gene 55) start changed to 36414 from 36415, better SD score• Original Gene no 63 was deleted, as it overlapped several genes• Gene No 64 (Now gene 58) start at 37317, has better SD scores• Gene no 69 (Now Gene 63)extended from 40375 to 40312, better ORF with a shorter gap 
	Your Name: Sanghamitra Saha
	7: Yes
	8: Yes


